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Wayne's newest clawhammer banjo book has something for everyone: beginners, intermediate and

advanced players. Includes tabs and lyrics to 44 old-time banjo tunes, plus tips on learning tunes on

the fly, how to jam, the art of faking it, and improvising. Comes with instructional MP3 CD!  You

WILL learn to play: Barlow Knife, Big-Eyed Rabbit, Black-Eyed Susie, Blackest Crow, Boll Weevil,

Chilly Winds, Cumberland Gap, Dance All Night, Danville Girl, East Virginia, Fall on My Knees, Free

Little Bird, Georgia Railroad, Greasy Coat, Gum Tree Canoe, Hangman s Reel, Hang Me, I ve

Endured, Lazy John, Leather Britches, Let Me Fall, Log Cabin Blues, Lonesome John, Mole in the

Ground, Needlecase, Oh My Little Darling, Old Plank Road, Puncheon Floor, Rabbit in a Log,

Raleigh & Spencer, Rock That Cradle Lucy, Rock That Cradle Joe, Sandy Boys, Sad-Eyed Sadie,

Senica Square Dance, Shady Grove, Shortenin Bread, Soldier s Joy, Stay All Night, Sugar in the

Gourd, Tater Patch, Texas Gals, Warfare, Whiskey Before Breakfast.
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I have been playing and teaching the banjo for decades. This is the book I wish I had when I began

playing. It contains the basic mechanics of clawhammer in easy arrangements and has a CD so you

can hear the tablature. None of the Tabs are beyond the grasp of beginner banjoist. The author

includes "Hotlicks" you can add as you learn the tabs so you have the opportunity to enrich each

tune. There is great material on the art and etiquette of jamming. There are chapters on

â€œJamming on Chordsâ€•, â€œCatching Tunes on the Flyâ€•, "The Art of Faking itâ€•, and two



chapters on improvisation. In other words, the book gives the perspective picker all of the tools you

will need to learn clawhammer banjo. I recommend it.

An informative, well designed, well written book spiced with useful information, playing

tips/techniques, history, and interesting photos. This book is essential for beginners and definitely

an asset for claw hammer banjo players.at all levels of proficiency. A must for the claw hammer

bookshelf.

First of all, as a banjo beginner, I enjoy the photos and history of the instrument and the well known

players. Banjo and folk humor are sprinkled in generously to lower the intimidation factor - and that

helps! Pages 11 and 12 contain the "real" stuff I need to learn to enjoy playing claw hammer style.

Now, about the tunes, what a collection of tunes. Each tune has the facing page with the history of

the tune and tips on how to play it and how to enjoy playing it. This book is music appreciation at its

finest. And don't miss the bonus pages in the back - FAQs, free advice, and a page of slang terms

to help with integration with fellow musicians.

It's really a good book, but clearly for beginning players. If you're relatively new to clawhammer, go

for it. Just one very, very minor point. The tracks on the CD start too fast. Tracks begin as soon as

you hit the button. By the time you get hands back on banjo, the tune is already underway. BTW,

Erbsen's clawhammer book for the ignoramus is also a great book. It was my first book many years

ago.

I recently bought Mr. Erbsen's new clawhammer banjo book after working with his original book

"Clawhammer Banjo for the Complete Ignoramus" and I can't recommend this book enough. If you

want to play old time banjo you can't go wrong with this book. The instruction is clear and easy to

understand and he does it in a relaxed and friendly manner. It includes a pile of great tunes to learn

and also has alot of great vintage photos throughout the book.

I haven't played banjo for the last few years. years and have wanted something to kickstart my

playing again. This book is incredible. Easyto understand. Many great tips to improve any level of

playing. And it is just a very enjoyable read. I find myself grinning and smiling as I read through it. I

am having a great time with this book. Pick it up you will not be disappointed.
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